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The transcription factor early growth response protein (EGR)1 orchestrates
a plethora of signaling cascades involved in cellular homeostasis, and its
downregulation has been implicated in the development of prostate cancer.
Herein, using a battery of biophysical tools, we show that the binding of
EGR1 to DNA is tightly regulated by solution pH. Importantly, the binding affinity undergoes an enhancement of more than an order of magnitude
with an increase in pH from 5 to 8, implying that the deprotonation of an
ionizable residue accounts for such behavior. This ionizable residue is identified as His382 by virtue of the fact that its replacement by nonionizable
residues abolishes the pH dependence of the binding of EGR1 to DNA.
Notably, His382 inserts into the major groove of DNA, and stabilizes the
EGR1–DNA interaction via both hydrogen bonding and van der Waals
contacts. Remarkably, His382 is mainly conserved across other members of
the EGR family, implying that histidine protonation–deprotonation may
serve as a molecular switch for modulating the protein–DNA interactions
that are central to this family of transcription factors. Collectively, our
findings reveal an unexpected but a key step in the molecular recognition
of the EGR family of transcription factors, and suggest that they may act
as sensors of pH within the intracellular environment.

Introduction
The transcription factor early growth response protein
(EGR)1, also known as Zif268, bolsters the classic
TA–DB modular architecture, where TA is the N-terminal transactivation domain and DB is the C-terminal DNA-binding domain. Such a modular design is
exquisitely suited for the role of EGR1 in coupling
extracellular stimuli such as hormones, neurotransmitters and growth factors to changes in gene expression
that are responsible for a myriad of cellular activities,
ranging from cell growth and proliferation to apoptosis and oncogenic transformation [1–4]. Importantly,

cellular expression of EGR1 is downregulated in glioblastomas, lymphomas, and cancers of the lung and
breast [5–8], implying that EGR1 plays a tumor-suppressive role in various cancers. This view is further
supported by the observation that tumor suppressors
such as PTEN, p53 and transforming growth factor-b
are direct targets of EGR1 [9–11]. Paradoxically,
expression of EGR1 is upregulated in prostate tumors
[12–16], implying that the role of EGR1 is tissuedependent, and that it probably serves as a doubleedged sword, depending on the biological context.

Abbreviations
DB_H382A, DNA-binding domain containing the H382A substitution; DB_H382E, DNA-binding domain containing the H382E substitution;
DB_H382K, DNA-binding domain containing the H382K substitution; DB_H382R, DNA-binding domain containing the H382R substitution;
DB_HH, DNA-binding domain containing the E354H/E410H double substitution; DB_WT, wild-type DNA-binding domain; DB, DNA-binding
domain; EGR, early growth response protein; ITC, isothermal titration calorimetry; KLF, Krueppel-like factor; MD, molecular dynamics; rmsf,
root mean square fluctuation; TA, transactivation domain; ZF, zinc finger; ZRE, Zif268 (EGR1) response element.
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Regardless of the complexity of the physiological
actions of EGR1, it primarily exerts its effects by virtue of its ability to bind to the promoters of target
genes containing the GCGTGGGCG consensus motif,
referred to hereinafter as the Zif268 response element
(ZRE), in a sequence-dependent manner. The EGR1–
DNA interaction is driven by the binding of DB as a
monomer to the major groove within the ZRE duplex
[17]. This mode of DNA binding is somewhat unusual,
in that transcription factors usually recognize their
promoter elements either as homodimers or as heterodimers. However, DB of EGR1 is composed of three
tandem copies of C2H2-type zinc fingers (ZFs), designated herein ZFI, ZFII, and ZFIII, which assemble
into an arc-shaped architecture that snugly fits into the
major groove of DNA (Fig. 1A). Importantly, each
ZF within DB contains an a-helix and an antiparallel
double-stranded (b1–b2) b-sheet that, together, sandwich a Zn2+, the latter being coordinated in a tetrahedral arrangement by two histidines and two cysteines.
Remarkably, the EGR1–DNA interaction is driven by
the binding of each ZF to one of the three subsites,
each subsite being composed of a trinucleotide
sequence, within the 9-bp GCGTGGGCG consensus
motif (Fig. 1B). The three ZFs within DB thus act as
a cooperative unit and bind to their cognate DNA in
a manner akin to the cooperativity observed between
monomeric units of dimeric transcription factors.
In particular, at each of the three subsites within
the ZRE duplex occupied by one of the three ZFs, the
protein–DNA contacts are largely afforded by the
a-helix, which fits into the major groove of DNA, and
the b2-strand, which contacts the DNA phosphate
backbone (Fig. 1A). Notably, the b1-strand appears to
play a scaffolding role, and makes no discernible contacts with DNA.
Of particular note is the observation that the binding DB of EGR1 appears to be strongly governed by
numerous van der Waals contacts in addition to an
extensive network of intermolecular hydrogen bonding
and ion pairing [17]. Ironically, detailed examination
of the atomic structure of DB of EGR1 in complex
with the ZRE duplex shows that a histidine (His382),
located within the first turn of the a-helix (aII) of ZFII
but not involved in coordinating the zinc ligand, protrudes deep into the major groove at the protein–DNA
interface (Fig. 1A). It should be noted that the imidazole ring of His382 is coplanar with G0 and stacks
against the pyrimidine ring of T1 within the ZRE
duplex. Importantly, the His382–G0 interaction
appears to be stabilized via a two-prong mechanism:
first, the coplanar alignment of the imidazole ring of
His382 and the purine ring of G0, the central guanine
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of the middle trinucleotide subsite that accommodates
ZFII within DB, facilitates the formation of a hydrogen bond between the He2 atom of His382 and the N7
atom of G0; and second, stacking of the imidazole
ring of His382 against the pyrimidine ring of T1 promotes van der Waals contacts between the protein and
DNA. Given that the pKa values of histidines located
within the binding and catalytic centers of proteins are
frequently perturbed [18,19], we wondered whether
protonation–deprotonation of His382 may be involved
in modulating EGR1–DNA interactions in response to
changes in solution pH. Importantly, His382 located
within ZFII is replaced by a glutamate in ZFI
(Glu354) and ZFIII (Glu410) at the structurally equivalent positions. Such a lack of conservation of His382
in ZFI and ZFIII implies a unique role of ZFII in dictating the binding of EGR1 to DNA.
In an attempt to test our hypothesis that the protonation–deprotonation of His382 may be involved in
modulating EGR1–DNA interactions, we analyzed the
pH dependence of the binding of DB of EGR1 to a
15-mer dsDNA oligonucleotide containing the ZRE
motif, using various biophysical tools. Our study
shows that the binding of EGR1 to DNA is tightly
regulated by solution pH, by virtue of the ability of
His382
to
undergo
protonation–deprotonation.
Remarkably, His382 is mainly conserved across other
members of the EGR family, implying that histidine
protonation–deprotonation may serve as a molecular
switch for modulating the protein–DNA interactions
that are central to this family of transcription factors.
Collectively, our findings reveal an unexpected but a
key step in the molecular recognition of the EGR family of transcription factors, and suggest that they may
act as sensors of pH within the intracellular environment.

Results and Discussion
Protonation–deprotonation of His382 modulates
the binding of EGR1 to DNA
In an attempt to test our hypothesis that His382
within EGR1 may be subject to protonation–deprotonation equilibrium, we measured the effect of varying
solution pH values, ranging from 5 to 8, on the binding of the ZRE duplex to wild-type DB (DB_WT) of
EGR1, using isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC)
(Fig. 2; Table 1). Our data show that the binding of
DB_WT to DNA is strongly pH dependent. Thus,
whereas DB-WT binds to DNA with an affinity close
to 2 lM at pH 5, the binding increases by more than
an order of magnitude to ~ 150 nM at pH 8 (Table 1).
FEBS Journal 280 (2013) 3669–3684 ª 2013 FEBS
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Fig. 1. Protein and DNA analysis. (A) Structural model of DB (residues 336–420) of human EGR1 in complex with the ZRE duplex containing
the GCGTGGGCG consensus sequence. Note that DB is composed of three tandem C2H2-type ZFs, designated ZFI (green), ZFII (blue), and
ZFIII (magenta). Each ZF is composed of an a-helix and a double-stranded (b1–b2) antiparallel b-sheet that, together, sandwich a Zn2+,
indicated by a sphere (cyan). In each ZF, the Zn2+ is coordinated by two histidines and two cysteines in a tetrahedral arrangement. The DNA
backbone is shown in yellow, and the bases are shown in gray for clarity. Note also that each ZF recognizes a triplet of bases within the 9bp GCGTGGGCG consensus sequence. The side chain moieties of Glu354 (ZFI), His382 (ZFII) and Glu410 (ZFIII) within DB that contact DNA
are shown in red. (B) The duplex containing the GCGTGGGCG tripartite consensus motif. The consensus nucleotides within this motif are in
upper case, and the flanking nucleotides are shown in lower case. The three subsites within the consensus motif are marked for clarity, and
accommodate ZFI (right site), ZFII (middle site) and ZFIII (left site) within DB. The numbering of various nucleotides with respect to the
central nucleotide of the middle site (which is arbitrarily assigned zero) is indicated.

This finding strongly implies that the protonation of
an ionizable residue with a pKa close to neutral pH
most likely accounts for such enhancement in the
binding of DB to DNA. To test our hypothesis that
His382 serves as the site for such protonation–deprotonation, we next measured the effect of the binding of
DB containing the H382A substitution (DB_H382A)
to DNA. We expected that the H382A substitution
FEBS Journal 280 (2013) 3669–3684 ª 2013 FEBS

would remove the contribution of the ionizable imidazole moiety of His382, and thereby eliminate the pH
dependence of the binding of DB to DNA. Consistent
with this rationale, our comparative analysis revealed
that, whereas the binding of DB_WT to DNA monotonically increased as a function of pH, the binding of
DB_H382A showed no dependence on solution pH
(Fig. 3).
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Fig. 2. Representative ITC isotherms at 25 °C for binding of the ZRE duplex to DB_WT of EGR1 at pH 5 (A), pH 6 (B), pH 7 (C), and pH 8
(D). The upper panels show raw ITC data expressed as change in thermal power with respect to time over the period of titration. In the
lower panels, change in molar heat is expressed as a function of molar ratio of the ZRE duplex to DB. The solid lines in the lower panels
show the fit of data to a one-site model, as shown in Eqn (1), with MICROCAL ORIGIN software.

Table 1. Thermodynamic parameters for binding of the ZRE duplex to DB_WT of EGR1 at various pH values. The binding stoichiometries
for the fits agreed to within 10%. Errors were calculated from at least three independent measurements. All errors are given to one
standard deviation.
pH

Kd (nM)

5.0
5.5
6.0
6.5
7.0
7.5
8.0

1962
2045
806
311
236
186
149









485
363
77
30
27
16
15

DH (kcalmol1)

TDS (kcalmol1)

DG (kcalmol1)

33.43
31.01
25.26
22.49
18.71
14.34
4.53

25.63
23.23
16.94
13.60
9.67
5.15
+4.80

7.80
7.77
8.32
8.89
9.05
9.19
9.32









0.73
0.68
0.30
0.65
0.46
0.31
0.34

To provide further support for our hypothesis, we
also measured the effect of the binding of DB containing
the
H382K
(DB_H382K)
and
H382R
(DB_H382R) substitutions to DNA. These substitutions were introduced to mimic the effect of a protonated histidine containing a net positive charge at
His382. As expected, the binding of neither
DB_H382K nor DB_H382R to DNA showed pH
dependence (Fig. 3). However, both DB_H382K and
DB_H382R bound to DNA with affinities similar to
those observed for the binding of DB_WT at pH 5
rather than its enhanced binding at pH 8
(Tables 1 and 2). We believe that this is most likely
attributable to the fact that, whereas Lys382 and
Arg382 may carry a net positive charge in a manner
akin to protonated His382, their nonaromatic side
chain moieties do not structurally resemble the imidazole ring of His382, and are therefore unlikely to
3672









0.58
0.57
0.25
0.70
0.39
0.25
0.28









0.15
0.11
0.06
0.06
0.07
0.05
0.06

completely substitute for its ability to engage in close
intermolecular contacts with the DNA. Given that
His382 located within ZFII of DB is replaced by a glutamate at the structurally equivalent positions within
ZFI (Glu354) and ZFIII (Glu410) (Fig. 1A), we also
wondered how the H382E substitution might influence
the binding of DB to DNA. To investigate this, we
measured the effect of the binding of DB containing
the H382E substitution (DB_H382E) to DNA. Consistent with our hypothesis that His382 is responsible for
the pH-dependent binding of DB to DNA, our data
revealed that the binding of DB_H382E to DNA was
independent of solution pH (Fig. 3). Prompted by this
promising observation, we next wondered how the
E354H and E410H substitutions might affect the binding of DB to DNA. To investigate this, we measured
the effect of the binding of DB containing the E354H/
E410H double substitution (DB_HH) to DNA.
FEBS Journal 280 (2013) 3669–3684 ª 2013 FEBS
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It is also noteworthy that the enthalpic change associated with the binding of DB_WT to the ZRE duplex
was observed to be independent of the ionization
enthalpy of reaction buffers such as phosphate and
Tris. This implies that the protonation–deprotonation
of His382 in EGR1 is solely dependent upon solution
pH, and that it is not coupled to DNA binding. Given
that the protonation of His382 hampers the binding of
EGR1 to DNA, the lack of such proton-coupled equilibrium for DNA binding would indeed be thermodynamically unfavorable and thus highly undesirable. In
short, our data strongly suggest that the solution pH
is likely to play a key regulatory role in fine-tuning the
binding of EGR1 to DNA under physiological conditions within the living cell.
Binding of EGR1 to DNA is enthalpy–entropycompensated

Fig. 3. Dependence of 1/Kd on pH for binding of the ZRE duplex to
DB_WT (black), DB_H382A (red), DB-H382K (green), DB_H382R
(blue), DB_H382E (magenta) and DB_HH (brown) of EGR1 at
25 °C. The error bars were calculated from at least three
independent measurements to one standard deviation.

Remarkably, the binding of DB_HH to DNA showed
even stronger pH dependence than that observed for
DB_WT (Fig. 3). Thus, whereas the binding of
DB_WT to DNA showed an eight-fold increase in
affinity as the solution pH was raised from a 5 to 7,
DB_HH showed an approximately 30-fold enhancement over the same pH range (Tables 1 and 3). Taken
together, these observations unequivocally demonstrate
that the protonation–deprotonation of His382
accounts for the binding of EGR1 to DNA in a
pH-dependent manner.
FEBS Journal 280 (2013) 3669–3684 ª 2013 FEBS

In addition to the demonstration that the solution pH
modulates the binding of EGR1 to DNA, our data
also shed light on the underlying thermodynamics governing this key protein–DNA interaction (Fig. 4;
Table 1). Interestingly, whereas enthalpy drives the
EGR1–DNA interaction accompanied by opposing
entropic forces in the physiological pH range, the
enthalpic contributions appear to monotonically
decrease with an increase in pH from 5 to 8 (Fig. 4A).
Noting that enthalpic contributions most likely result
from favorable intermolecular hydrogen bonding, ion
pairing, and van der Waals forces, the most straightforward interpretation of this finding is that increasing
pH disrupts or mitigates the effect of such intermolecular forces on protein–DNA interactions. On the other
hand, the entropic contributions to the free energy
become more favorable with increasing pH (Fig. 4B).
Such a loss of opposing entropic change most probably results from the change in the interactions of water
molecules with protein and DNA with increasing solution pH. It is noteworthy that the release of hydrogenbonded and trapped water within the crevices and
cavities in protein and DNA is a major contributor to
the favorable entropic change upon association.
Accordingly, the changes in solution pH would directly
affect the equilibrium between bulk water and trapped
water, and thereby the entropic contributions to the
overall free energy. Notably, the loss of enthalpic contributions is more or less compensated for by an equal but
opposite favorable increase in entropic contributions,
such that there is little or no net gain in the overall
free energy (Fig. 4A,B). This reciprocal relationship
between enthalpy and entropy can be explained by the
enthalpy–entropy compensation phenomenon [20–24].
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Table 2. Thermodynamic parameters for binding of the ZRE duplex to DB_WT and various mutant constructs of DB of EGR1 at pH 7.0. The
binding stoichiometries for the fits agreed to within  10%. Errors were calculated from three independent measurements. All errors are
given to one standard deviation.
Kd (nM)
DB_WT
DB_H382A
DB_H382K
DB_H382R
DB_H382E
DB_HH

236
812
1759
1901
1492
192








27
137
160
235
237
18

DH (kcalmol1)

TDS (kcalmol1)

DG (kcalmol1)

18.71
14.34
5.20
6.98
2.34
5.43

9.67
6.02
+2.66
+0.84
+5.62
+3.75

9.05
8.32
7.86
7.81
7.96
9.17








0.46
0.69
0.37
0.22
0.14
0.20








0.39
0.58
0.31
0.14
0.23
0.26








0.07
0.10
0.05
0.07
0.10
0.06

Table 3. Thermodynamic parameters for binding of the ZRE duplex to DB_HH of EGR1 at various pH values. The binding stoichiometries for
the fits agreed to within  10%. Errors were calculated from at least three independent measurements. All errors are given to one standard
deviation.
pH

Kd (nM)

5.0
5.5
6.0
6.5
7.0

5456
3860
3736
2177
192







1079
645
1076
696
18

DH (kcalmol1)

TDS (kcalmol1)

DG (kcalmol1)

21.39
20.39
14.87
9.37
5.57

14.20
12.99
7.45
1.63
+3.75

7.19
7.40
7.42
7.75
9.17







0.61
0.40
0.57
0.33
0.20

Indeed, as shown in Fig. 4C, the binding of EGR1 to
DNA as a function of pH is in agreement with this
enthalpy–entropy compensation phenomenon.
Neutral pH has little effect or a negligible effect
on the structure of DB of EGR1
Given that the binding of EGR1 to DNA is tightly
regulated by pH, we next analyzed the extent to which
pH may also affect the secondary structure and stability of DB_WT, using far-UV CD (Fig. 5). Our analysis revealed that the far-UV CD spectral features of
DB_WT are characterized by a positive band centered
around 195 nm and a negative band centered around
208 nm, with a shoulder at 225 nm (Fig. 5A). These
observations are consistent with the ab-fold of the
DB. Importantly, whereas increasing the solution pH
from 5 to 6 appeared to enhance the spectral intensity
of DB_WT in the 200–240-nm region, there was little
effect or a negligible effect on the spectral intensity as
the pH was further raised from 6 to 8. This implies
that, whereas pH below 6 significantly compromises
the structural integrity of DB_WT, its secondary structure undergoes little or no change in the pH range
from 6 to 8. Next, to test how changes in secondary
structure affect the stability of DB, we probed the
dependence of mean ellipticity observed at a wavelength of 222 nm, [h222], as a function of pH, over the
temperature range 20–100 °C, using far-UV CD
(Fig. 5B). In striking contrast to the findings of our
3674







0.50
0.29
0.74
0.14
0.14







0.12
0.10
0.17
0.19
0.06

secondary structural analysis above, our thermal scans
suggested that DB_WT has a melting temperature
(Tm) of ~ 55 °C under all pH conditions from 5 to 8.
This finding argues that, whereas acidic pH may destabilize the secondary structure of DB_WT, such a loss
of structure does not necessarily translate into lower
thermal stability. Collectively, our far-UV CD analysis
shows that, whereas solution pH in the range from 6
to 8 significantly enhances the binding affinity of DB
for its cognate DNA, by virtue of the ability of His382
to undergo protonation–deprotonation, it has little
effect or a negligible effect on its secondary structure
and thermal stability. However, it should be borne in
mind that far-UV CD is a bulk technique that probes
the overall global average structure, rather than providing information on specific regions or residues,
which may undergo structural fluctuations in a transient manner. Accordingly, our far-UV CD analysis
presented above may have overlooked the effect of
solution pH on the structure of DB at the atomic
level.
Protonation of His382 compromises
thermodynamic contacts at the protein–DNA
interface
In order to rationalize the effect of protonation of
His382 on electrostatics at the protein–DNA interface,
we generated electrostatic surface potential maps
of DB containing His382 in the unprotonated and
FEBS Journal 280 (2013) 3669–3684 ª 2013 FEBS
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Nd1 atom of His382, the local surface becomes positively charged (Fig. 6B). Such a scenario would compromise the ability of His382 to engage in
intermolecular hydrogen bonding and van der Waals
contacts with DNA, and thereby eliminate an important thermodynamic component contributing to the
free energy driving EGR1–DNA interactions. Accordingly, the unfavorable interactions of the protonated
state as compared with unprotonated state of His382
would weaken protein–DNA contacts, in agreement
with our demonstration that increasing pH enhances
EGR1–DNA interactions. In short, the aforementioned electrostatic surface potential maps of DB
strongly suggest that the protonation of His382 would
result in the loss of favorable thermodynamic factors
that would facilitate the two molecular surfaces coming into close proximity to achieve a tight molecular
fit.
Protonation of His382 mitigates structural
stability and alters protein–DNA dynamics

(c)

Fig. 4. Dependence of thermodynamics on pH for binding of the
ZRE duplex to DB_WT of EGR1 at 25 °C. (A) DH–pH plot. (B) TDS–
pH plot. (C) TDS–DH plot. The error bars were calculated from at
least three independent measurements to one standard deviation.

protonated state in complex with the ZRE duplex
(Fig. 6). Our data provide interesting insights into how
such protonation transforms the electrostatic polarization of the protein surface at His382, so as to render
its contact with DNA less thermodynamically favorable. In the unprotonated state, His382 occupies what
appears to be a largely apolar surface that is destined
to engage in close van der Waals contacts with DNA
by virtue of the ability of the imidazole ring of His382
to stack against the pyrimidine ring of T1 (Fig. 6A).
Such stacking also results in the coplanar alignment of
the imidazole ring of His382 and the purine ring of
G0, and thereby facilitates the formation of a hydrogen bond between the He2 atom of His382 and the N7
atom of G0. Importantly, upon protonation of the
FEBS Journal 280 (2013) 3669–3684 ª 2013 FEBS

Our analysis presented above suggests strongly that
the protonation of His382 serves as a molecular switch
in modulating EGR1–DNA interactions. To probe the
effect of such protonation on protein stability and
dynamics at the atomic level, we next conducted
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations on DB containing His382 in the unprotonated and protonated state
in complex with the ZRE duplex (Fig. 7). As shown in
Fig. 7A, the MD trajectories reveal that, whereas the
unprotonated state reaches structural equilibrium after
 its structural
~ 20 ns, with an overall rmsd of ~ 1.5 A,
stability is somewhat compromised upon protonation,
 This observation suggests
with an rmsd of > 2.0 A.
that the protonation of His382 most likely destabilizes
protein–DNA contacts, in agreement with our analysis
presented above. Although the overall global changes
in protein dynamics between the protonated and unprotonated forms of DB may not appear to be very
drastic, close inspection of how protonation affects the
dynamics of the aII helix (harboring His382) within
ZFII of DB is revealing. Thus, whereas the average

rmsd per residue for the aII helix is close to 0.2 A
within the unprotonated form of DB, it appears to
 within the protonated form
hover around 1.5 A
(Fig. 7B). This salient observation suggests strongly
that, whereas the aII helix is highly ordered in the
unprotonated form of DB, protonation of His382
results in substantial disorder. In agreement with
our thermodynamic data presented above, we believe
that such order–disorder transition of the aII helix
upon protonation of His382 severely compromises the
3675
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Fig. 5. Far-UV CD analysis of DB_WT of EGR1 at pH 5 (black), pH 6 (red), pH 7 (green) and pH 8 (blue). (A) Representative far-UV spectra
as a function of pH over the wavelength (k) range 190–260 nm at 25 °C. (B) Representative melting curves as a function of pH over the
temperature (T) range 20–100 °C expressed in terms of the mean ellipticity observed at a wavelength of 222 nm, [h222]. Note that the
vertical dashed line indicates the melting transition (Tm) of the curves.

protein–DNA contacts, resulting in the loss of highaffinity binding.
An alternative means to assess the mobility and stability of macromolecular complexes is through an
assessment of the root mean square fluctuation (rmsf)
of specific atoms over the course of MD simulation. In
Fig. 7C, we show such an analysis for the backbone
atoms of each residue within DB. The rmsf analysis
reveals that, whereas a majority of residues within DB
appear to be well ordered in both the unprotonated
and the protonated state, there are subtle differences
within the loop regions. Thus, for example, residues
within the b1–b2 loop of ZFI show similar mobilities
between the protonated and unprotonated state. In
sharp contrast, the mobility of residues in the b1–b2
loop of ZFII is markedly greater in the unprotonated
state than in the protonated state, whereas the opposite trend is observed for the residues in the b1–b2
loop of ZFIII. Additionally, residues located within
the C-terminus of the aIII helix of ZFIII appear to
show much greater mobility than the corresponding
residues in ZFI and ZFII. This implies that protonation of His382 located within ZFII affects protein
dynamics not only locally but also globally, stretching
across all three ZFs. Accordingly, this finding suggests
that the three ZFs most likely bind to DNA in a cooperative manner, and that such allosteric communication is most likely transmitted through protein
3676

dynamics, rather than structural changes. Of particular
note is the observation that residues 380–390 spanning
the aII helix show substantially higher fluctuations in
the protonated form of DB than in the unprotonated
form (Fig. 7D). This further supports the notion that
protonation of His382 results in order–disorder transition of the aII helix.
Protonation of His382 affects the structural
integrity of the aII helix
In an attempt to shded further light on how protonation of His382 affects the dynamics of the aII helix
located within ZFII of DB, we analyzed how MD simulations affect its secondary structural features
(Fig. 8). Notably, protonation of His382 results in a
dramatic loss of the propensity of residues 380–390
spanning the aII helix to adopt an a-helical conformation, particularly those located within the N-terminal
and C-terminal regions (Fig. 8A). Equally importantly,
the loss of such helicity within the aII helix exquisitely
correlates with changes in the backbone torsion angles
/ and w (Fig. 8B). Thus, whereas residues spanning
the aII helix within the unprotonated form adopt,
respectively, / and w torsion angles of approximately
65° and 40° (characteristic of an ideal a-helix
on the Ramachandran plot), the / and w angles in
the protonated form, respectively, adopt values of
FEBS Journal 280 (2013) 3669–3684 ª 2013 FEBS
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Unprotonated

A
ZRE
duplex

ZFIII

H382(0)

ZFI

ZFII
ZFII

Protonated

B

ZRE
duplex

ZFIII

H382(+)

ZFI

ZFII
ZFII

Fig. 6. Electrostatic surface potential maps of the structural models of DB_WT of EGR1 containing His382 in the unprotonated (A) and
protonated (B) forms in complex with the ZRE duplex. Note that, in the unprotonated form, His382 is protonated only at the Ne2 atom
within the imidazole ring, whereas it is protonated at both the Ne2 and the Nd1 atoms in the protonated form. The blue and red colors,
respectively, denote the density of positive and negative charges, and the apolar and polar surfaces are indicated by white/gray color on the
molecular surfaces. In the expanded views, the location of His382 is clearly marked on the molecular surfaces, with the parentheses
indicating the overall charge on this residue in the unprotonated (0) and protonated (+) forms. The ZRE duplex is displayed as a stick model,
and colored green for clarity.

approximately 75° and 25°. This observation suggests that, upon protonation of His382, the aII helix
not only becomes more dynamic but may also have
some features resembling those of the 310 helix that
typically occupies the bottom left quadrant of the Ramachandran plot, with / and w values of approximately 50° and 25°. This notion gains further
credibility in light of our analysis showing that,
whereas intramolecular hydrogen bonds within the the
aII helix mainly occur between residues i and i + 4,
FEBS Journal 280 (2013) 3669–3684 ª 2013 FEBS

characteristic of an ideal a-helix, in the unprotonated
form of DB, protonation of His382 not only perturbs
this network, but also favors the formation of hydrogen bonds between residues i and i + 3, which feature
heavily in a 310 helix (Fig. 8C).
Our thermodynamic data presented above suggest
that protonation of the Nd1 atom of His382 probably
results in the disruption of a hydrogen bond between
the He2 atom of His382 and the N7 atom of G0. To
test this hypothesis using our MD simulations, we also
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Unprotonated

ZFI
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ZFIII

Unprotonated
β 1–β2
loop

Protonated

ZFII

Protonated

D
Unprotonated

β1–β2
β1–β2
loop
loop

Protonated
β1–β2
loop
β1–β2
loop

Protonated

β1–β2
loop

Fig. 7. Effect of protonation on the dynamics of DB of EGR1, as determined from MD analysis on the structural models of DB_WT of EGR1
containing His382 in the unprotonated and protonated forms in complex with the ZRE duplex. Note that, in the unprotonated form, His382
is protonated only at the Ne2 atom within the imidazole ring, whereas it is protonated at both the Ne2 and the Nd1 atoms in the protonated
form. (A) rmsd of backbone atoms (N, Ca, and C) within each simulated structure relative to the initial modeled structure of DB as a
function of simulation time in the unprotonated (top panel) and protonated (bottom panel) forms. (B) rmsd per residue within each simulated
structure relative to the initial modeled structure for the aII helix (residues 380–390) located within ZFII of DB as a function of simulation
time in the unprotonated (top panel) and protonated (bottom panel) forms. (C) rmsf of backbone atoms (N, Ca, and C) averaged over the
entire course of the corresponding MD trajectory of DB as a function of residue number in the unprotonated (top panel) and protonated
(bottom panel) forms. Note that the vertical gray boxes denote the boundaries of residues encompassing ZFI, ZFII and ZFIII within DB. The
position of the b1–b2 loop within each ZF is also indicated. (D) rmsf per residue averaged over the entire course of the corresponding MD
trajectory for the aII helix (residues 380–390) located within ZFII of DB as a function of residue number in the unprotonated (top panel) and
protonated (bottom panel) forms.

plotted the distance between the He2 atom and the N7
atom as a function of simulation time (Fig. 8D). Our
analysis reveals that, whereas this distance remains
constant within the unprotonated state of DB, at
 throughout the 100-ns simulation cycle, it
~ 2 A,
 after ~ 10 ns in the proshows a fluctuation of > 4 A
tonated state. This finding thus supports the notion
that the hydrogen bond between the He2 atom of
His382 and the N7 atom of G0 is less stable in the
protonated form of DB. In summary, our MD simulations strongly suggest that the protonation of His382
results in marked changes associated with protein
dynamics, and, in particular, results in the order–disorder transition of the aII helix. It is important to note
here that, whereas our far-UV CD analysis presented
above suggests that the solution pH has little effect or
a negligible effect on the secondary structure and thermal stability of DB, our MD simulations have provided key insights into how protonation of His382
alters protein structure and stability at the atomic
level.
3678

pH-dependent binding to DNA appears to be a
hallmark of all members of the EGR family and
the related Krueppel-like factor (KLF) family
In an attempt to analyze the extent to which modulation of DNA binding through protonation of His382
in EGR1 may also be shared by other members, we
generated an amino acid sequence alignment of the
DBs of all known members of the human EGR family
and the related KLF family (Fig. 9). It should be
noted that the DBSs of all members of the EGR and
KLF families are characterized by the presence of
three tandem copies of C2H2-type ZFs, herein designated ZFI, ZFII, and ZFIII, which are all expected to
come together to assemble into an arc-shaped architecture, so as to snugly fit into the major groove of DNA
in a manner akin to the binding of EGR1 (Fig. 1A).
Importantly, our analysis reveals that the DBs of all
four members of the EGR family (EGR1–EGR4) are
remarkably well conserved, and show sequence identity
of close to 80%. However, the the DBs of EGR family
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Unprotonated

Unprotonated

Unprotonated

Protonated

Protonated

Protonated

Protonated

Fig. 8. Effect of protonation on the structural stability of the aII helix (residues 380–390) located within ZFII of DB of EGR1, as determined
from MD analysis on the structural models of DB_WT of EGR1 containing His382 in the unprotonated and protonated forms in complex
with the ZRE duplex. Note that, in the unprotonated form, His382 is protonated only at the Ne2 atom within the imidazole ring, whereas it
is protonated at both the Ne2 and the Nd1 atoms in the protonated form. (A) Helicity as a function of residue number within the aII helix
ZFII in the unprotonated (top panel) and protonated (bottom panel) forms of DB. Note that helicity is defined as the percentage of time that
each residue samples the a-helical conformation over the course of the simulation. (B) Dependence of backbone torsion angles / (red) and
w (blue) within the aII helix of ZFII in the unprotonated (top panel) and protonated (bottom panel) forms of DB. (C) Variation of the number
of intramolecular backbone hydrogen bonds between residues i and (i + 3), characteristic of a 310-helical conformation (red), and between
residues i and (i + 4), characteristic of an a-helical conformation (blue), observed within the aII helix of ZFII in the unprotonated (top panel)
and protonated (bottom panel) forms of DB. (D) Distance between the He2 atom (the hydrogen atom directly attached to Ne2) in the
imidazole ring of His382 and the N7 atom in the guanine base of G0 as a function of time in the unprotonated (top panel) and protonated
(bottom panel) forms of DB. Note that G0, according to the nomenclature shown in Fig. 1B, is the central guanine of the middle
trinucleotide subsite that accommodates ZFII within DB.

members share only ~ 35% sequence identity with the
DBs of KLF family members (KLF1–KLF17).
Accordingly, these differences at the amino acid
sequence level must define the precise mechanism and
differential specificity of recognition of DNA promoter
elements by the EGR/KLF family members.
Notably, whereas His382 within ZFII of EGR1 is
fully conserved in all other EGR family members, it is
replaced by a glutamate at the structurally equivalent
position within ZFII of all KLF family members.
Strikingly, whereas the glutamates located at the structurally equivalent position to His382 within ZFI
(Glu354) and ZFIII (Glu410) of EGR1 are fully conserved within other EGR family members, they are
replaced by histidines within all KLF family members.
Simply put, whereas His382 within ZFII is not conserved in KLF family members, the latter have evolved
to acquire a structurally equivalent histidine within
ZFI and ZFII. Accordingly, this salient observation
implies that these conserved histidines are likely to be
subject to protonation–deprotonation in response to
FEBS Journal 280 (2013) 3669–3684 ª 2013 FEBS

changes in solution pH. On the basis of this argument,
we suggest that the binding of all members of the
EGR and KLF families to DNA must be tightly regulated by solution pH. Importantly, our analysis also
predicts that, unlike EGR family members, KLF family members contain not one but two potential sites of
protonation. Accordingly, the solution pH may play
an even more intricate role in modulating the binding
of KLF family members to DNA. This notion is supported by our thermodynamic data indicating that the
binding of DB_HH of EGR1 to DNA shows much
stronger dependence on solution pH than binding of
DB_WT (Tables 1 and 3).

Conclusions
The role of EGR1 in regulating a myriad of cellular
activities, ranging from cell growth and proliferation
to apoptosis and oncogenic transformation, is well
documented [1–4]. Our demonstration here that solution pH is likely to modulate the binding of EGR1 to
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*

ZFIII

ZFII
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*

*

*

*

E410

*

*

* *

*

*

EGR1
EGR2
EGR3
EGR4

339-ACPVESCDRRFSRSDELTRHIRIHTGQKPFQC--RICMRNFSRSDHLTTHIRTHTGEKPFACDICGRKFARSDERKRHTKIHL-419
341-PCPAEGCDRRFSRSDELTRHIRIHTGHKPFQC--RICMRNFSRSDHLTTHIRTHTGEKPFACDYCGRKFARSDERKRHTKIHL-421
276-ACPAEGCDRRFSRSDELTRHLRIHTGHKPFQC--RICMRSFSRSDHLTTHIRTHTGEKPFACEFCGRKFARSDERKRHAKIHL-356
381-ACPVESCVRSFARSDELNRHLRIHTGHKPFQC--RICLRNFSRSDHLTTHVRTHTGEKPFACDVCGRRFARSDEKKRHSKVHL-461

P18146
P11161
Q06889
Q05215

KLF1
KLF2
KLF3
KLF4
KLF5
KLF6
KLF7
KLF8
KLF9
KLF10
KLF11
KLF12
KLF13
KLF14
KLF15
KLF16
KLF17

280-TCAHPGCGKSYTKSSHLKAHLRTHTGEKPYACTWEGCGWRFARSDELTRHYRKHTGQRPFRCQLCPRAFSRSDHLALHMKRHL-362
273-TCSYAGCGKTYTKSSHLKAHLRTHTGEKPYHCNWDGCGWKFARSDELTRHYRKHTGHRPFQCHLCDRAFSRSDHLALHMKRHM-355
261-RCDYDGCNKVYTKSSHLKAHRRTHTGEKPYKCTWEGCTWKFARSDELTRHFRKHTGIKPFQCPDCDRSFSRSDHLALHRKRHM-343
431-TCDYAGCGKTYTKSSHLKAHLRTHTGEKPYHCDWDGCGWKFARSDELTRHYRKHTGHRPFQCQKCDRAFSRSDHLALHMKRHF-513
374-YCDYPGCTKVYTKSSHLKAHLRTHTGEKPYKCTWEGCDWRFARSDELTRHYRKHTGAKPFQCGVCNRSFSRSDHLALHMKRHQ-456
201-RCHFNGCRKVYTKSSHLKAHQRTHTGEKPYRCSWEGCEWRFARSDELTRHFRKHTGAKPFKCSHCDRCFSRSDHLALHMKRHL-283
220-RCQFNGCRKVYTKSSHLKAHQRTHTGEKPYKCSWEGCEWRFARSDELTRHYRKHTGAKPFKCNHCDRCFSRSDHLALHMKRHI-302
275-QCDFAGCSKVYTKSSHLKAHRRIHTGEKPYKCTWDGCSWKFARSDELTRHFRKHTGIKPFRCTDCNRSFSRSDHLSLHRRRHD-357
144-KCPYSGCGKVYGKSSHLKAHYRVHTGERPFPCTWPDCLKKFSRSDELTRHYRTHTGEKQFRCPLCEKRFMRSDHLTKHARRHT-226
370-ICSHPGCGKTYFKSSHLKAHTRTHTGEKPFSCSWKGCERRFARSDELSRHRRTHTGEKKFACPMCDRRFMRSDHLTKHARRHL-452
396-VCSFPGCRKTYFKSSHLKAHLRTHTGEKPFNCSWDGCDKKFARSDELSRHRRTHTGEKKFVCPVCDRRFMRSDHLTKHARRHM-477
318-RCDFEGCNKVYTKSSHLKAHRRTHTGEKPYKCTWEGCTWKFARSDELTRHYRKHTGVKPFKCADCDRSFSRSDHLALHRRRHM-400
168-KCHYAGCEKVYGKSSHLKAHLRTHTGERPFACSWQDCNKKFARSDELARHYRTHTGEKKFSCPICEKRFMRSDHLTKHARRHA-250
196-QCPFPGCTKAYYKSSHLKSHQRTHTGERPFSCDWLDCDKKFTRSDELARHYRTHTGEKRFSCPLCPKQFSRSDHLTKHARRHP-278
322-KCTFPGCSKMYTKSSHLKAHLRRHTGEKPFACTWPGCGWRFSRSDELSRHRRSHSGVKPYQCPVCEKKFARSDHLSKHIKVHR-404
128-RCPFPDCAKAYYKSSHLKSHLRTHTGERPFACDWQGCDKKFARSDELARHHRTHTGEKRFSCPLCSKRFTRSDHLAKHARRHP-210
284-CCNYENCGKAYTKRSHLVSHQRKHTGERPYSCNWESCSWSFFRSDELRRHMRVHTRYRPYKCDQCSREFMRSDHLKQHQKTHR-366

Q13351
Q9Y5W3
P57682
O43474
Q13887
Q99612
O75840
O95600
Q13886
Q13118
O14901
Q9Y4X4
Q9Y2Y9
Q8TD94
Q9UIH9
Q9BXK1
Q5JT82

Fig. 9. Amino acid sequence alignment of DBs of all known members of the human EGR family (EGR1–EGR4) and the related human KLF
family (KLF1–KLF17). Absolutely conserved residues are shown in red, nonconserved residues at structurally equivalent positions occupied
by Glu354, His382 and Glu410 in EGR1 are shown in blue, and all other residues are shown in black. Each member is denoted by its
acronym in the left column, and the corresponding UniProt code is provided in the right column to enable access to complete proteomic
details for each member. The numerals denote the amino acid boundaries of DBs for each member. The cysteines and histidines within
each of the three C2H2-type ZFs of DB, denoted ZFI, ZFII, and ZFIII, that coordinate the Zn2+ in a tetrahedral arrangement are marked by
asterisks. The vertical arrows indicate the positions of Glu354, His382 and Glu410 in EGR1 and their structural equivalents in other DBs.

DNA, and therefore, by extension, its transcriptional
activity, adds another dimension to the functional
complexity of this key player in cellular signaling. Tellingly, changes in intracellular pH regulate a plethora
of cellular processes, such as metabolic homeostasis
and apoptosis [25]. Moreover, it is well documented
that ionizable residues within proteins sense such
changes, and activate a variety of proton pumps and
ion transporters that, in turn, mediate extracellular
transport of protons and anions to regulate intracellular pH [26–28]. Accordingly, it is tempting to speculate
that changes in intracellular pH may also tightly regulate the transcriptional activity of EGR1 through modulating the ionization state of His382 located at the
protein–DNA interface. Importantly, protonation–deprotonation of His382 would have important consequences for the contributions of intermolecular
hydrogen bonding and van der Waals forces to the
free energy available to drive this key protein–DNA
interaction. It is noteworthy that the protonation–deprotonation of His382 may not necessarily require
large changes, but rather may be mediated by small
changes in intracellular pH. In particular, in pathological states such as metabolic acidosis or alkalosis, the
transcriptional activity of EGR1 is likely to be sub3680

stantially altered. This would probably have serious
consequences for cellular signaling cascades that rely
on EGR1 for the coupling of extracellular information
in the form of hormones, neurotransmitters and
growth factors to changes in gene expression of specific target proteins.
In short, our study demonstrates that the solution
pH tightly modulates the binding of EGR1 to DNA
by virtue of the ability of His382 to serve as a protonation–deprotonation site. Given that His382 is conserved in the structurally equivalent positions within
the C2H2-type ZFs of other EGR family members
and the related KLF family members, our findings
have important implications for the physiological functions of these proteins. Our study suggests that this
group of transcription factors may also act as sensors
of intracellular pH, and thus suggests a paradigm shift
regarding their molecular action.

Experimental procedures
Protein preparation
DB_WT (residues 331–430) of human EGR1 (UniProt no. P18146) was cloned into the pET30 bacterial
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expression vector with an N-terminal His-tag, by the use
of Novagen ligation-independent cloning technology (Novagen, Madison, WI, USA). DB_H382A, DB_H382K,
DB_H382R, DB_H382E and DB_HH were generated by
de novo DNA synthesis, courtesy of GenScript Corporation (GenScript, Piscataway, NJ, USA), and subsequently
cloned into the pET30 bacterial expression vector as
described for DB_WT. Additionally, a tryptophan was
added at both the N-terminus and C-terminus of the wild
type and mutant constructs to aid in protein characterization upon purification, because DB of EGR1 does not
contain a native tryptophan. All recombinant proteins
were subsequently expressed in Escherichia coli BL21*
(DE3) (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA), and purified on
an Ni2+–nitrilotriacetic acid affinity column, as described
previously for other systems from our laboratory [29–31].
Briefly, bacterial cells were grown at 20 °C in Terrific
Broth supplemented with 50 lM ZnCl2 to an attenuance
of greater than unity at 600 nm, prior to induction with
0.5 mM isopropyl thio-b-D-galactoside. The bacterial culture was further grown overnight at 20 °C, and the cells
were subsequently harvested and disrupted with a BeadBeater (Biospec, Bartlesville, OK, USA). After separation
of cell debris by high-speed centrifugation (30 000 g for
30 min), the cell lysate was loaded onto an Ni2+–nitrilotriacetic acid column and washed extensively with 20 mM
imidazole to remove nonspecific binding of bacterial
proteins to the column. The recombinant proteins were
subsequently eluted with 200 mM imidazole, and dialyzed
against an appropriate buffer to remove excess imidazole.
The proteins were further passed through a Hiload Superdex 200 size-exclusion chromatography column coupled in
line with the GE Akta FPLC system (GE Healthcare,
Milwaukee, WI, USA). This final step resulted in purification of recombinant proteins to apparent homogeneity, as
judged by SDS/PAGE analysis. Final yields were typically
5–10 mg of protein of apparent homogeneity per liter of
bacterial culture. Protein concentration was determined
with the fluorescence-based Quant-It assay (Invitrogen)
and spectrophotometrically with an extinction coefficient
of 12 865 M1cm1, calculated with the online software
PROTPARAM on the ExPasy Server. The results from the
two methods were in good agreement.

DNA synthesis
Fifteen-mer DNA oligonucleotides containing the ZRE consensus site (GCGTGGGCG) were obtained from Sigma
Genosys (The Woodlands, TX, USA). The complete nucleotide sequences of the sense and antisense oligonucleotides
constituting the ZRE duplex are shown Fig. 1B. Oligonucleotide concentrations were determined spectrophotometrically on the basis of their extinction coefficients derived from
their nucleotide sequences with the online software OLIGOAN
ALYZER 3.1 (Integrated DNA Technologies, Coralville, IA,
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USA). Equimolar amounts of sense and antisense oligonucleotides were mixed together and heated at 95 °C for 10 min,
and then allowed to cool to room temperature to obtain
dsDNA-annealed oligonucleotides (ZRE duplex).

ITC measurements
ITC experiments were performed on a TA Nano-ITC
instrument (New Castle, DE, USA). Briefly, wild-type and
mutant DBs of EGR1 and the ZRE dsDNA oligonucleotides were dialyzed either in 50 mM sodium acetate (for
measurements conducted below pH 6) or 50 mM sodium
phosphate (for measurements conducted at or above pH 6)
containing 100 mM NaCl and 5 mM b-mercaptoethanol at a
specified pH. All experiments were initiated by injecting
25 9 10-lL aliquots of 100 lM ZRE duplex from the
syringe into the calorimetric cell containing 0.95 mL of
10–20 lM DB solution at 25 °C. The change in thermal
power as a function of each injection was automatically
recorded with the integrated NANOANALYZE software. The
raw data were further integrated to yield binding isotherms
of heat release per injection as a function of the molar ratio
of ZRE duplex to DB. The heats of mixing and dilution
were subtracted from the heat of binding per injection by
carrying out a control experiment in which the same buffer
in the calorimetric cell was titrated against the ZRE duplex
in an identical manner. Control experiments with scrambled
dsDNA oligonucleotides generated similar thermal power
to that obtained for the buffer alone, implying that there
was no nonspecific binding of DB to noncognate DNA
sequences. To determine the binding constant (Kd) and the
binding enthalpy (DH), the binding isotherms were iteratively fitted to the following built-in function by nonlinear
least squares regression analysis with the integrated NANOANALYZE software:
qðiÞ ¼ ðnVPDHd =2Þð½1 þ ðL=nPÞ þ ðKd =nPÞ  f½1 þ ðL=nPÞ
þ ðKd =nPÞ2  ð4L=nPÞg1=2 Þ
(1)

where q(i) is the heat release (kcalmol1) for the ith injection, n is the binding stoichiometry, V is the effective
volume of protein solution in the calorimetric cell
(0.95 mL), P is the concentration of each DB in the calorimetric cell (lM), and L is the concentration of ZRE duplex
added (lM). It should be noted that Eqn (1) is derived by
use of the law of mass action, assuming a one-site binding
model [32]. The free energy change (DG) upon DNA binding was calculated from the relationship:
DG ¼ RT ln Kd

(2)

where R is the universal molar gas constant
(1.99 calmol1K1) and T is the absolute temperature
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(298 K). The entropic contribution (TDSobs) to the free
energy of binding was calculated from the relationship:
TDS ¼ DH  DG

(3)

CD
CD measurements were conducted on a Jasco J-815 spectropolarimeter (Jasco, Easton, MD, USA), thermostatically
controlled at 25 °C. Briefly, the wild-type and mutant DBs
of EGR1 were prepared in 50 mM sodium phosphate at a
specified pH ranging from 5 to 8. Experiments were conducted on 10 lM protein, and data were collected by use of
a quartz cuvette with a 2-mm pathlength in the 190–260-nm
wavelength range. All data were recorded with a slit bandwidth of 2 nm at a scan rate of 10 nmmin1, and normalized against reference spectra to remove the background
contribution of buffer. Each spectral dataset represents an
average of four scans acquired at 0.1-nm intervals. Data
were converted to mean ellipticity, [h], as a function of wavelength (k) of electromagnetic radiation, with the equation:
½h ¼ ½ð105 DhÞ=cldeg cm2 dmol1

(4)

where Dh is the observed ellipticity in mdeg, c is the protein
concentration (lM), and l is the cuvette pathlength (cm).
For temperature scans of wild-type and mutant DBs of
EGR1 to generate melting curves, the spectral intensity at a
wavelength of 222 nm was monitored in the temperature
range 20–100 °C at a scan rate of 1 °Cmin1. It is noteworthy that the introduction of various single and double
mutations did not lead to any substantial changes in the
structure or stability of DB.

MD
MD simulations on the structural models of DB of EGR1
in the unprotonated and protonated forms with respect to
His382 in complex with the ZRE duplex were performed
with GROMACS software [37,38], by use of the integrated
AMBER99SB-ILDN forcefield [39,40]. Briefly, the modeled
structure of DB of EGR1 was subjected to GROMACS and
protonated either at only the Ne2 atom (unprotonated
form) or at both the Ne2 and the Nd1 atoms (protonated
form) within the imidazole ring of His382. Next, each
structure was centered within a cubic box, and hydrated by
use of the extended simple point charge water model
[41,42], and the ionic strength of the solution was set to
100 mM with NaCl. The hydrated structures were energyminimized with the steepest descent algorithm prior to
equilibration under the NPT ensemble conditions, wherein
the number of atoms (N), pressure (P) and temperature (T)
within the system were, respectively, kept constant at
~ 50 000, 1 bar, and 300 K. The particle-mesh Ewald
method was employed to compute long-range electrostatic
 cut-off [43] and the Linear Coninteractions, with a 10-A
straint Solver (LINCS) algorithm to restrain bond lengths
[44]. All MD simulations were performed under periodic
boundary conditions, by use of the leap-frog integrator
with a time step of 2 fs. For the final MD production runs,
data were collected every 100 ps over a period of 100 ns.
All simulations were run on a Linux workstation with parallel processors at the High Performance Computing facility within the Center for Computational Science of the
University of Miami.

Acknowledgements
Molecular modeling
Molecular modeling was employed to build a structural
model of DB of EGR1 in complex with the 15-mer ZRE
duplex. Briefly, the structural model was built in two
stages: first, the double-helical B-DNA conformation of the
ZRE duplex was obtained on the basis of de novo modeling
with 3D-DART [33]. Next, the crystal structure of DB of
EGR1 in complex with a dsDNA oligonucleotide containing the ZRE consensus motif (Protein Data Bank no.
1ZAA), but with varying flanking sequences, and the
de novo model of the ZRE duplex were used as templates
in a multitemplate alignment fashion to calculate the overall structural model of the protein–DNA complex with
MODELLER software, based on homology modeling [34]. A
total of 100 structural models were calculated, and the
structure with the lowest energy, as judged by the MODELLER Objective Function, was selected for further analysis.
The structural model was rendered with RIBBONS [35], and
the electrostatic surface potentials maps were generated
with MOLMOL [36].
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